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A smart, laugh-out-loud debut novel about a deeply flawed but endearing stay-at-home mom, a book
for anyone who took Helen Fielding’s Bridget Jones to heart a decade ago-and now has kids.

Lucy Sweeney has three sons, a husband on a short fuse, and a tendency toward domestic disaster. It has
been years since the dirty laundry pile was less than three feet high, months since she remembered to have
sex, and weeks since her toddler started using the trash can as a toilet. Lucy is living in a constant state of
emergency, caught between perfectionist Yummy Mummy No. 1 and competitive Alpha Mum, making it
hard for her to remember exactly why she exchanged her career and sanity for less than blissful domesticity.
When she begins a flirtation with Sexy Domesticated Dad, a father from the school car-pool lane, the string
of white lies to cover up the trail of chaos and illicit desire starts to unravel and disaster looms.

Slummy Mummy is a hilarious novel about the dilemmas of modern marriage and motherhood for those who
never discovered their inner domestic goddess. Pitch-perfect and satisfyingly smart, it does for the stay-at-
home mother what Allison Pearson's blockbuster bestseller I Don't Know How She Does It did for the
working mom: It offers a lovable, flawed character who resonates, entertains, and undoubtedly has it worse
than you do.
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From reader reviews:

John Caldwell:

Here thing why this Slummy Mummy are different and reputable to be yours. First of all reading through a
book is good nonetheless it depends in the content of the usb ports which is the content is as tasty as food or
not. Slummy Mummy giving you information deeper as different ways, you can find any publication out
there but there is no publication that similar with Slummy Mummy. It gives you thrill reading journey, its
open up your eyes about the thing which happened in the world which is might be can be happened around
you. You can bring everywhere like in recreation area, café, or even in your means home by train. When you
are having difficulties in bringing the published book maybe the form of Slummy Mummy in e-book can be
your alternative.

Fred Green:

Slummy Mummy can be one of your beginner books that are good idea. We recommend that straight away
because this e-book has good vocabulary which could increase your knowledge in language, easy to
understand, bit entertaining but still delivering the information. The author giving his/her effort to place
every word into delight arrangement in writing Slummy Mummy however doesn't forget the main place,
giving the reader the hottest in addition to based confirm resource information that maybe you can be among
it. This great information could drawn you into completely new stage of crucial considering.

Aaron Powers:

Publication is one of source of understanding. We can add our expertise from it. Not only for students and
also native or citizen will need book to know the up-date information of year to be able to year. As we know
those books have many advantages. Beside we add our knowledge, can bring us to around the world. By the
book Slummy Mummy we can take more advantage. Don't one to be creative people? For being creative
person must choose to read a book. Just choose the best book that ideal with your aim. Don't always be doubt
to change your life by this book Slummy Mummy. You can more inviting than now.

Minerva Garrison:

Reading a e-book make you to get more knowledge from that. You can take knowledge and information
originating from a book. Book is published or printed or outlined from each source this filled update of news.
On this modern era like now, many ways to get information are available for anyone. From media social just
like newspaper, magazines, science book, encyclopedia, reference book, novel and comic. You can add your
understanding by that book. Do you want to spend your spare time to spread out your book? Or just
searching for the Slummy Mummy when you essential it?
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